
Death by AI

Search

Vulnerable

App

Stack Overflow
People realized that they

could simply ask a bot
their question and that it

always had an answer.

Turns out the answer is

sometimes completely

wrong.

Extinct in the
Wild

Other

Sharing a playlist
with your crush
That guy was cute, but to

be honest his music taste
was meh. Spotify knows

me better than anyone
and every song on my

Discover Weekly hits the

spot!

It's a shame I can't date

Spotify.

Vulnerable

Profession

Doctors
If making a diagnosis is

mostly based on previous
experience, then it might

eventually become hard to
beat models that eat

petabytes of data for

breakfast.

That being said, "House

A.I." sounds like the most
boring show yet to be

produced.

Endangered

Profession

Illustrators
Let's be honest: DALL-E,
Stable Diffusion and

Midjourney can create

some pretty amazing
illustrations.

But until they start sneakily
hiding penises in their

creations, can we really

call that Art?

Vulnerable

Profession

Writers
If you're writing for
humans, you're probably

safe. If you're writing to

please some algorithms,
there's a chance one of

them will do better.

Choose your audience

wisely!

Vulnerable

Other

Asking a stranger
for directions
"Hey Siri. Is it possible that
this person knows a better

way to X than you?"

"Unlikely. But why don't
you give it a try? Maybe

dispersion will understand
your accent better than I

do..."

Critically
Endangered

Other

Recognizing the
song that's playing
and sounding cool
It's on the tip of your
tongue! You're going to

remem... too late!
Someone pulled out

Shazam and you just

missed your chance.

Next time this happens,

shout some nonsense.
Loudly. Make sure to not

Critically
Endangered

Other

Your focus
This video should help me
solve my math problem. (2

minutes later) Got it. Let's
get back to the exercise.

Wait... "Magnus Carlsen

Checkmates Bill Gates in
just 12 seconds"?! I've got

to watch that!

Protect your brain with this

legal move: hide social

Vulnerable

App

Google
Google probably has the
know-how to give you

clear and detailed answers
like ChatGPT instead of

an endless list of links. But

Google also wants you to
click on links, preferably

ads...

Google to ChatGPT:

"Please don't be evil."

All (9)
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only find the song name

but also an explanation for
your behavior.

network feeds and video

recommendations.

Extinct Threatened

Death by AI is a RIP-off of Killed by Google, an open-source list of discontinued

Google products and services. Go check their page! It's literally the same UI.

Except this page focuses on things that AI is threatening.

If you know someone or something that is at risk because of AI please let us know

here.

https://killedbygoogle.com/
https://github.com/demondragong/deathbyai
https://github.com/demondragong/deathbyai

